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their order of execution is known. Transient faults may occur when jobs are executed. If a fault occurs, the currently executed job is re-executed. In [3, 10] the authors assume that a fault can be detected only after the processing of a job is complete. We refer to such faults as hidden faults. The question investigated in [3, 10] is whether all jobs in J will meet their deadlines in the presence of faults. The answer is, obviously, negative when arbitrary fault patterns are allowed. However, with reasonable assumptions on the frequency of faults, the question becomes meaningful and, in some cases, non-trivial. In [3, 10] , the authors assume the fault frequency model in which a gap between any two faults is at least ∆, where ∆ is at least twice the maximum job length. For this model, they present an O(n 2 )-time fault-tolerance testing algorithm, under the restriction that all jobs are released at the same time. In addition, they propose a linear-time heuristic that approximates a solution for this problem, extend this lineartime heuristic to jobs with arbitrary release times, and discuss its applications and experimental results. A different fault frequency model, in which the number of faults is bounded by some constant k, has been suggested by Liberato, Melhem and Mossé [8] . For this model, the authors give a O(n 2 k)-time dynamic programming algorithm for testing fault-tolerance if jobs are ordered according to EDF and preemption is allowed. Substantial work has also been done on fault tolerant scheduling in multiprocessor systems. For example, Liberato et al. [7] study scheduling of periodic preemptive real-time jobs in the presence of transient faults. A different model, with processor faults and non-periodic and non-preemptive tasks was investigated by Manimaran and Siva Ram Murthy [9] . Pruhs and Kalyanasundaram [6] study fault-tolerant scheduling from the perspective of competitive analysis. (See [7, 9, 12, 11, 5, 6] and references therein for other work on this and related topics.)
Our results. In this paper, the ordering in which the jobs must be executed (but not their start times) is assumed to be given and preemption is not allowed. We consider both fault frequency models from [3, 10, 8] . In addition to the hidden faults, we also consider another type of faults that we call exposed. Unlike hidden faults, exposed faults can be detected immediately, and the job affected can be stopped and restarted right after the fault.
Our first algorithm is for the fault frequency model NUM k , where the number of faults is at most k. This algorithm runs in time O(n) (for both fault types). Our algorithm can be also extended to the model from [1] , where a re-execution of a job could take time different from its processing time.
Then we study the fault frequency model GAP ∆ , introduced in [3, 10] , in which any two consecutive faults are separated by a gap of length at least ∆. For exposed faults, we give an algorithm that runs in time O(n). In case of hidden faults we present an algorithm with worst case running time O(n 2 ). Our algorithm applies to jobs with arbitrary release times, generalizing the work from [3, 10] . Furthermore we prove that if the job processing times are drawn from the uniform probability distribution then our algorithm runs in time O(n) with high probability. (This result holds in fact for many other natural probability distributions.) Our experimental study confirms this lineartime performance. We also generalize this algorithm to a fault model denoted GAP k ∆ , where the number of faults separated by gaps shorter than ∆ is bounded by k. For this model, our algorithm runs in time O(kn 2 ).
Outline. We first introduce basic definitions and notations. Then, in Section 3, we prove that it is sufficient to restrict our attention to greedy schedules only.
In sections that follow, we present our algorithms for testing fault-tolerance for each of the three fault model. The basic idea behind all these algorithms is similar: for each fault model we first show that it is sufficient to consider only some model-specific worst-case fault sequences, termed "cruel". With this restriction, using dynamic programming, we design algorithms that computes for each job its latest completion time under "cruel" fault sequences. Comparing these completion times with the deadlines, we determine whether the given set of jobs is fault-tolerant. Due to space constraints, most of the proofs are omitted and will appear in the full version of this paper. 
Terminology and Notation
Jobs and Schedules. By J we denote the sequence of n jobs on input, which are given by triples (r j , d j , p j ), Faults. Each fault is specified by a real number, namely the time of the fault. Fault sequences are denoted by letters f , g, h. We assume that the faults in these sequences are listed in increasing order.
A fault frequency model is a set F of all potential fault sequences. F is called sparsifiable if for all f ∈ F , any 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ |f |, and any fault sequence g with
Intuitively, this means that any sequence "sparser" than a sequence in F is also in F . The three particular models we consider are: GAP ∆ : the set of all sequences f in which f i −f i−1 ≥ ∆ for each i; NUM k : the set of all sequences f with at most k faults; GAP k ∆ : the set of all sequences f where at most k faults f i satisfy f i − f i−1 < ∆. All three models are sparsifiable. As we show later, for sparsifiable models, we can restrict ourselves to studying only greedy schedules.
Completion times. Next, we explain how a job's execution is affected when a fault occurs. This depends on the type of faults under consideration. Fix a sequence of n jobs J and a fault model F . By S j (s, f ) and C j (s, f ) we denote the start time and completion time of job j, if we execute the jobs according to schedule s and the fault sequence is f . Informally, S j (s, f ) is either s j or the completion time of job j − 1, whichever is greater. If no fault occurs between S j (s, f ) and
If a fault occurs in this interval, j will need to be reexecuted, starting either at the fault time or at S j (s, f ) + p j , depending on whether we consider exposed or hidden faults. The completion time is the time when j has been fully processed without faults.
We now give a rigorous definition. Initially, set S 1 (s, f ) = s 1 . Then, for j = 1, ..., n, assume that S j has been defined, and proceed as follows:
(C) The completion time C j (s, f ) depends on the fault type: (CE) For exposed-faults,
By C j (s, F ) we denote the maximum completion time of job j if the faults are from F , that is C j (s, F ) = max f ∈F C j (s, f ). Throughout the paper, we will simplify notation by omitting the arguments that are understood from context, for example S j (s), C j (F ), C j , etc.
For either fault type, exposed or hidden, a schedule s of J is called F -tolerant, if each job completes by its deadline, that is C j (s, F ) ≤ d j for all j. All algorithms we present will actually compute, for all j, the maximum completion times C j (s, F ). Testing faulttolerance, that is, whether C j (s, F ) ≤ d j for all j, can then be done trivially in linear time.
Greedy Schedules
In this section we show that we can restrict ourselves to greedy schedules only. For two schedules s, t, we write s≺t if s i ≤ t i for all i.
Lemma 1. For exposed faults, for any fault frequency model F , if J has any F -tolerant schedule then the greedy schedule for J is F -tolerant.
Proof idea. For any fault sequence f and a schedule s, if we move some job j to an earlier starting time, then it will not increase the completion time of j (or any other job), since j can still be completed in the same interval as in s.
Lemma 2. For hidden faults, for any sparsifiable fault frequency model F , if J has any F -tolerant schedule then the greedy schedule for J is F -tolerant.
Proof idea. Suppose we have a fault sequence f and a schedule t that differs from the greedy schedule s by only one starting time; say a job b waits a time before starting in t. Then, since the fault frequency model is "sparsifiable", we can also delay the faults that would affect jobs b and subsequent jobs, so that these faults hit the same jobs at the same relative times, increasing their completion times by . Thus, if this new schedule is F -tolerant, then so is the greedy schedule.
If the two schedules differ by more than one starting time, we decompose the process into elementary steps where they differ only by one, and the proof generalizes. From the lemmas above, we can assume that the jobs are scheduled greedily, and we will use notation S j (f ), C j (f ), etc., for the start time and completion time in the greedy schedule. Also, we will say that a job sequence J is F -tolerant if the greedy schedule for J is F -tolerant.
Sequences with ≤ k Faults
In this section we give a linear-time algorithm for testing fault tolerance when F = NUM k , that is, F consists of all sequences with at most k faults, where k is a given parameter. By the results from the previous section, we can assume that the jobs are scheduled according to the greedy schedule. The general idea of the algorithm is that in the worst case all faults will affect just one "critical" job.
Lemma 4. For both exposed and hidden faults, for each b ∈ J and f ∈ NUM k , there is g ∈ NUM k that causes one job in J to execute k + 1 times, and for which
Proof idea. First note that the worst pattern for exposed faults is when the faults happen at the end of jobs, and thus the exposed fault case reduces to the hidden fault case. For hidden faults, the worst delay that can happen for a job is if the biggest job scheduled in front of it is forced to restart k + 1 times. 
Exposed ∆-Faults
We now consider the fault model F = GAP ∆ , in which all fault sequences f satisfy f i − f i−1 ≥ ∆ for all i, where ∆ is some parameter of the problem. Recall that, as in [4] , we assume that ∆ ≥ 2p max .
As in the previous section, the idea is to show that only some special fault sequences, the cruel fault sequence for GAP ∆ need to be considered. Define CEGAP J ∆ to be the set of fault sequences f ∈ GAP ∆ in which each fault occurs at the completion time of the first execution of some job.
Algorithm 1 -Computing the
Algorithm 2 : C * j = C j (GAP ∆ ) for exposed faults Compute the numbers α j , π j using Algorithm 3
Proof idea. For simplicity, assume that all jobs are released at time 0. Suppose we have a fault sequence f where a fault f k hits a job k just a small > 0 before its first scheduled completion time. If we shift all faults after f k (included) by , this new fault sequence is still in GAP ∆ and the final completion time of job k is delayed by . Jobs after k are also delayed by , since they are hit by the new faults at the same relative times as before.
For each j, we first define α(j) as the minimum index a such that 
Hidden ∆-Faults
The algorithm from [4] verifies fault-tolerance if all jobs are ready at the same time. It can be shown that the method from [4] does not work for arbitrary release times. Our general approach is similar to those in the previous section. We identify certain "cruel" fault sequences on which completion times of jobs are maximized. Focusing on these sequences, we derive a dynamic programming algorithm.
Let J be a set of jobs. A fault sequence f ∈ GAP ∆ is called cruel for J if for all f i ∈ f , f i − f i−1 = ∆, or f i occurs at a beginning of some job. The above conditions imply that each cruel fault sequence can be divided into chains, where in each chain the faults are at distance exactly ∆. We define CRUEL 0 J to be the set of fault sequences in GAP ∆ that are cruel for J.
Lemma 8. In the greedy schedule, for each
Proof idea. The idea is the same as in the previous case. Take a fault sequence f that is not in CRUEL 0 J and take the first fault in f that is neither at a distance ∆ from the previous fault nor at the beginning of a job. Then we can move this fault leftward until one of those condition is achieved, and this does not affect the completion times of the jobs. The created fault sequence is still in GAP ∆ . By repeating the process, we turn f into a fault from CRUEL 0 J that leads to the same completion times as f .
For a fixed cruel sequence up to f i , there are only two ways to extend it: either fault again after time ∆, or after a time bigger than ∆, at the starting time of a new job. This has two consequences : First, this gives us a dynamic-programming algorithm to compute cruel sequences recursively: to know where a cruel sequence f may or may not fault during the execution of job j + 1 we really only need to keep track of when f last faulted, and at what time it made job j finish. Thus we keep track of two values, C j (f ) and δ j (f ) = C j (f ) − f i , where f i is the last fault so far. Second, although we cannot recursively compute all cruel sequences in polynomial (since there are exponentially many of them), we prove that we can consider only a subset of CRUEL 0 J . Intuitively, here is how we discard some of the cruel sequences: suppose that we have computed how two cruel sequences f and g behave up to job j. Suppose also that C j (f ) > C j (g), and that the last fault in f happened before the last fault in g (i.e. δ j (f ) ≥ δ j (g)).
Then we can discard g from further computation, because for any extension of g there is an extension of f where the completion times are at least as large.
Formally, a pair (c,δ) is said to dominate a pair (c, δ) iifc ≥ c,δ ≥ δ and at least one of these two inequalities is strict. We further extend the definition of dominance to fault sequences. For two faults sequence f, g ∈ CRUEL 0 J and a job k, we say that
For each k, the k-dominance relation is a partial strict order on CRUEL . The following lemma formalizes this previous intuition that, in order to compute the worst-case completion time of job k, it is sufficient to consider only the sequences in the set CRUEL 
Algorithm 4 Computing the sets H
is not dominated and will therefore be added to H j .
For (c, δ) ∈ H j−1 , several things can happen for the creation of corresponding pair(s) in H j : If r j ≤ c, the limiting factor for the scheduling of the new job is not its release time but the current schedule. If δ + p j ≤ ∆ (line 3), no fault can occur on j. The only way of continuing the cruel sequence is to put the job back to back with the last one and change δ and c accordingly.
The new pair will therefore be (c+p j , δ+p j ). If δ+p j > ∆ (line 5), we can continue the cruel sequence in two ways. Either we fault on j, in which case the processing time will increase by 2p j and the last fault will be closer by ∆ − 2p j , or we can decide not to fault on j. In the latter case the processing time will increase only by p j but the next fault might occur anywhere, so we add the pair (c + p j , ∆) to H j .
During the construction of H j at least a pair (c, ∆) will be added. Also, since ∆ is maximal, note that a pair (c, ∆) will not be discarded during the elimination process wherec is minimal over all c in H j .
If c < r j , since a job cannot start before its release date, the only way to continue the cruel sequence would be to execute the next job at its release time, with or without a fault at its beginning. But, if there is a c < r j ∈ H j−1 , then by the minimality ofc,c ≤ c < r j with (c, ∆) ∈ H j−1 . For this pair we therefore create in H j the pairs (r j + p j , ∆) and (r j + 2p j , 2p j ). These two pairs dominate all the ones we could create for the other c < r j .
Then, since we only keep the pairs that correspond to faults from CRUEL j J , we need to eliminate all pairs that correspond to fault sequences dominated at rank j, i.e. pairs (c, δ) for which there exists a pair (c , δ ) in H j such that c ≥ c and δ ≥ δ. This elimination can be implemented in time O(|H j |) by maintaining two list of ordered pairs to be added (according to the case) and merging them in the end. The idea of the proof is that even though it seems that the size of H j could double at each step, since we eliminated dominated pairs, of all pairs of type (c, ∆) only the one with the biggest c remains, and the size of H j increases at most by 1 at each step. 
Experimental Results
As we showed in the previous section, the algorithm for ∆-faults runs in time O(n 2 ), in the worst case. Note, however, that the algorithm is not dataoblivious, and that its running time depends on the size of the sets H j . For the overall running time to be quadratic, the size of H j would have to increase by 1 in most steps, which means in most steps no elimination would occur -a scenario that seems very unlikely in random data sequences. We confirm this intuition through experimental studies. We performed three types of experiments, for various probability distributions. In the first one, we show the expected running time to grow linearly with n. Next, we confirm this further by showing that the total size of the sets H j is linear, in expectation. Finally, we show that, for the uniform distribution, with high probability the size of the sets H j is constant. (Indeed, we prove this fact in the next section.).s Note that all our experiments are conducted with realease all equal to zero. In fact this correspond to a worst case scenario for our algorithm since the presence of release dates leads to more eliminations. Running time. We tested our algorithm for several random distributions of job length. The experimental running time is obviously linear, results are presented in Figure 2 . Total size of the sets H j . The running time of the algorithm is proportional to n j=0 |H j |, the total num-ber of pairs (c, δ) in the sets H j . In the second batch of experiments we measured the expectation of the total size of sets H i for instances of different size n ranging from 1 to 20000. In our experiments, this value also grows linearly with n.
Maximal size of sets H j . We also considered the maximum cardinality of sets H j , for various values of n, ranging from 0 to 120000, and for the uniform distribution of job lengths. The results show that this quantity grows very slowly, and appears to level off at around 11. The result is represented in Figure 3 . Even for very large values of n, we did not find any sets H j with more than 13 pairs. In the next section, we will prove that for the uniform distribution the expected size of the sets H j is O(1).
Probabilistic Analysis
In this section we show that for the uniform distribution of the lengths p j , our algorithm's expected running time is linear. In fact, we will prove something stronger -namely that the running time of the algorithm is O(n) with very high probability.
Although we give a complete proof for a uniform distribution of job lengths, it is easy to check that the same proof holds for any distribution where the processing time belongs with strictly positive probability to each of the following intervals: [ The idea of the proof is based on the intuition from the previous section. We prove that, with high probability, the size of the sets H j remains constant throughout the computation. To simplify the analysis, we only exploit certain types of elimination in the proof. As a result, the constant bound we get is higher than the one from the empirical study. Random sets Q i . The idea of the proof is to define a sequence of random sets Q i , which are essentially supersets of the sets H i , but appropriately offset leftwards so that they are contained in the rectangle [0, ∆/2] × [0, ∆]. The reason Q i is not the same as H i is that when computing Q i we only do one type of elimination, and thus more points from Q i−1 may survive than when H i is computed in the actual algorithm. Nevertheless, we still show that with high probability the size of the Q i remains constant.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that ∆ = 1. Let Z = [0, We define first two auxiliary functions F (·) and φ(·).
In the rest of the proof we consider a random sequence p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n of job lengths, where each p i is chosen uniformly from [0, 1 2 ], and we prove that for this sequence the size of all sets H i remains constant with high probability. To avoid cumbersome notation, from now on we fix the values of p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n . For each i, let
The reader needs to keep in mind though that F i , q i , as well as all other notions dependent on the sequence {p i } are actually random variables.
The sets Q i are defined recursively. For i = 0, let Q 0 = {(0, 1)}. Suppose that Q i is defined, and let
In other words, Q i+1 is the union of F i (Q i ) and the point (q i , 1). In Q i+1 , we remove the points dominated either by Proof. 
Lemma 12. For all i and for any
2 . Therefore each step of the algorithm takes constant time in expectation, so the overall running time is O(n). As mentioned previously, if the distribution is strictly positive but not uniform, then the proof holds; the resulting C 1 and C 2 depend on the distribution.
Few non-∆ Faults
We now focus on a more realistic model, where we allow a bounded number of faults to happen within an interval less than ∆. Such faults will be called non-∆-faults. This fault model is denoted GAP k ∆ if no more than k non-∆-faults are allowed.
Idea of the algorithm. The worst sequence for a given set of jobs is such that every δ-fault f i is either at the beginning of a new job or exactly ∆ away from the previous one, and every non-δ-fault is at the beginning of a new job. To adapt the algorithm for GAP ∆ , we increase the number of sets to keep track of. We now introduce H i j to be the set of pairs (c, δ) such that there exists a cruel sequence f i where f i contains exactly i non-δ-faults up to job j, and job j completes at time c with the last fault at time c − δ. We then dynamically compute all these sets in worst-case time O(n 2 k) with algorithm 5.
Although we do not prove it formally, similar to the GAP ∆ fault model, the experimental running time is actually much faster; in fact it appears to be O(kn). In Figure 5 and 6 we show the graphs showing the actual running time of our algorithm as a function of n and k, for various distribution over p.
Final Comments
We presented linear-time algorithms for testing fault tolerance for the NUM k fault model (for both hidden and exposed faults) and for the GAP ∆ fault model for exposed faults. For hidden faults in the GAP ∆ model, we give an exact algorithm with worst-case running time O(n 2 ), but whose expected running time is O(n) for the uniform distribution on processing times (and for other natural probability distributions). This linear-time average complexity is confirmed by our experimental results. We further extend our algorithm to the GAP k ∆ model, where the number of fault-to-fault gaps of length less than ∆ is at most k. All our algorithms support release times for the jobs. Whether the worst-case running time in the GAP ∆ fault model can be improved remains an open question. However, in the full version of the paper we provide evidence that such an improvement is unlikely, by showing that a slight generalization of this problem cannot be solved faster than in time Ω(n 2 ) in the algebraic decision tree model.
We remark that the methodology used in the paper, namely carefully identifying instance-specific worstcase fault sequences is very effective and may find applications to other algorithmic problems related to faulttolerance.
